THE HALF-GLEAMS OF AN AWAKENING
the regular service is in any way neglected, he is deeply
mortified at heart. The Guru does not accuse the disciple
but accuses his own self, if he ever finds his disciple
not enjoying a healthy spiritual life. The fortunate few
that sit at the feet of such a Guru, are men whom God,
Whose working is inscrutable, has, out of His infinite
mercy, saved from the grinding wheel of the universe by
the award of Nirvana-Mukti or the termination of the cycle
of births and deaths and the participation of the redeemed
soul in the Highest Reason. For a time the Guru, who is
Divine Grace in flesh, purges them in the fiery furnace of
tribulation, so that they may come out pure and strong
and as tempered as steel. The Guru so much identifies
himself with his beloved followers that their tears of sorrow
and the smiles of joy become his own. Their smiles light
his face, their tears depress him. But he knows that
alchemy whereby he can effect the romancing of sorrow
and make it as welcome to them as happiness. Happiness
and sorrow, he makes them understand, are the facets of
the same gem—God's mercy towards men. Sufferings
are necessary for a black soul to be washed white, and
the felicity that comes at intervals like the smiling moon,
peeping through the clouds, is a sauce to life, and both
are to be accepted in the same mood as the benign
dispensation of Providence with which none can quarrel
but to his own cost.
One of the qualifications of the real Guru is that he
possesses what is called "historic consciousness/' It
gives him the universal vision and not a mere fragmentary
glimpse. Sister Nivedita thus spoke of Swami Vivekananda
in The Master As I Saw Him, "It would seem sometimes
as if the Swami lived and had his very being in the sense
of his country's past. His historic consciousness was
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